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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3417  

Submission No: 1501 Jolene Graham 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 1: Do nothing. No additional investment in Waitara stormwater. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

 

What else? 

Rates increase as proposed 12% and 6% after first year are exceedingly high and unnecessary. It is 
unsustainable for many homeowners. They should be much lower, find ways to reduce costs. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3418  

Submission No: 1502 Jessie OConnor 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3420  

Submission No: 1503 Andrew Lodge 

Organisation:  TCUSA 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 

How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

Comments 

Re development of Pukekura Park so it can host international fixtures. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3424  

Submission No: 1504 David de Villiers 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 1. Do nothing. Status quo. No additional funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 
Comments 
Private water tanks 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 
Comments 

Create funding from council business like the rest of us do. Stop ripping the guts out of home owners 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 1: Do nothing. No additional investment in Waitara stormwater. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 
Comments 

There is no crisis for us, council is just posturing.  The only crisis is central government killing off 
taranaki economically. 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

 

What else? 

Man up and fight for taranaki.  Labour is deliberate punishing us 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3426  

Submission No: 1505 Liscelle Bocock 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

Comments 
Now is not the time when people are under stress from covid, job losses, reduced hours of work, 
house prices increased, food and power and petrol have all gone up. Our farmers are under stress 
already. Our people are under stress. Yes the plumbing is important but recovery from covid and job 
losses is more important. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 
Comments 

In Auckland the people are struggling to pay for living let alone pay for water. This will happen here  
Water is a human right. To pay for something that is a basic human right is wrong. Big families will 
pay more then small families. Farmers will pay more and yet they are keeping Taranaki going. 
Services that require water ect..  salons, their prices are already going up due to new minimum wage 
and yet it will have to go up again because of water rates. Rates are already at a point that people 
are struggling to pay. Are you just going to keep increasing rates to the point people can not afford 
it? I'm not talking about high class people I'm talking about middle class and lower class people.This 
is all happening at a time this area this country doesn't need the added stress. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

Now is not the time 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

Comments 

I agree only with the planting. Are far as up grading cars... Now is not the time 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

Comments 

I have this idea and I think it would be amazing but now is not the time post covid. Wrong by time 

 

 

What else? 

Now is not the time to increase rates and add additional charges. Post covid. Job losses. Hours 
reduced. House price increase. Food and petrol increase. Yes minimum wage will go up but so will 
everything else so there is still no  winning.  Your community is struggling. Don't make it harder for 
middle class workers. Now is not the time. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3427  

Submission No: 1506 Julia Macphail 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option A: Pay for it from rates 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3429  

Submission No: 1507 Heidi Bir 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Wait,  revisit this important issue in 2 years.  Now is not the time. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

This is not essential at the moment.  Post COVID economic recovery.  Do essential stuff and tighten 
the belt for 5 years.  We have a beautiful walkway as it is.  Maybe aim to complete this within 10 
years. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 
Comments 

Not yet. Especially if it means 12% rate increases.  Those who use it will be the privileged 

 

 

What else? 

Rate increase should be no more than 3%. Wages are not increasing,  people cannot afford a big 
increase. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3430  

Submission No: 1508 Belinda Morgan 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Free initiatives - such as Facebook posts etc with water saving tips to help reduce water consumption. 
Maybe having some form of monitoring system that shows a daily, weekly, monthly water use by 
suburb/town to make people more aware and show that small measures make a huge difference?? I 
think post Covid households can not afford water rates on top of increases in other areas and lack of 
employment. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

I don’t think post Covid and in this current economic state this is a necessary spend area.  We already 
have great options that will provide options for the next 10 years. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 
Comments 

I don’t believe electric cars are necessary at this point in time. Especially with the efficiency of e-bikes 
and scooters. Are these cars actually necessary. Who uses them and are they more of a benefit for 
staff than necessary to complete work? 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

Comments 

If it goes ahead it needs to happen sooner rather than later. 

 

 

What else? 

Our economy is struggling. Families are struggling. Rate increases and potential water rates are only 
going to add more pressure to families and in turn have a negative affect on other areas of the 
economy and our community.  While I understand the need for growth and the importance of 
maintenance- I believe we need to be fiscally prudent over the next 10 years for the benefit of all 
people and our local communities. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3431  

Submission No: 1509 Jayden 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 
Comments 

Climate urgency is a joke, we need more gas to make power for your electric  cars. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3436  

Submission No: 1510 Terrance Whitehead 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

Comments 
Raise the money by holding more events concerts, sports etc to keep rates down and stop wasting 
money on unessential items ( windwand comes to mind) if it's costing so much to lift out and paint 
every few years get rid. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 
Comments 

Do not bring in meters to private homes, business yes, or high users there is plenty of water utilize it 
better, build a bigger reservoir or storage facility or tape into high flow rivers. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

User pays. Hold events or fundraising to finance it. 
 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 
Comments 

Electric cars are going to need better electricity understructure. As an alternative to petrol go LPG to 
reduce emissions and also use local fuel. Show the rest of NZ how it's done. Planting the trees is a 
good idea so get the public involved and let us plant some rather than council pay to do it 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

Comments 

I'm for the hub but why can't we hold concerts or sport events to raise the money.  More events at 
the bowl could pay for this and more. 

 

 

What else? 

Alot of people are struggling, I ain't getting a 12% payrise so why put rates up that high. You will out 
price the affordability for lower income earners.hold more events council backed, I know u got to 
spend money to make money but if we held the right events, concerts we could lessen the rate 
money needed by earning more. Also NO to water meters, there is so much water in our province 
surely there is a better way to manage this resource and to fund repairs needed. Thanks Terry 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3437  

Submission No: 1511 Renee 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 2: Low. Introduce a water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $45 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $62 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3438  

Submission No: 1512 Jodi Metcalfe 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Instead of looking at water meters has the council thought about buying land to then have a water 
bank so we are able to save water over the winter where in summer we don’t have to have 
restrictions and have enough water for everyone.  Putting in water meters you are putting pressure 
on house holds who are only or not getting by and can’t afford another expense. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

The money can be spent else where.  Stop spending money on stuff like this and put it to better use 
schools and food banks  / struggling families 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 
Comments 

Are rate payers still paying for rugby park to be fixed up?   If so then why are we spending money on 
rugby park if you want a new sports hub??? 

 

 

What else? 

I understand we still need to develop our town but when people are struggling why do you have to 
keep on hiking up our rates to pay for all these things when all people want is to be able to own their 
own house and pay their living expense.  You are putting money pressure on all walks of life and I’m 
sick of having to pay for a rate increase every year when salaries are not reflected with the cost of 
living these days. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3439  

Submission No: 1513 Ashley Zenovich 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 2: Low. Introduce a water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $45 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $62 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

We have bigger things to worry about post covid 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3441  

Submission No: 1514 Jon-Paul Heather 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 1: Do nothing. No additional investment in Waitara stormwater. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

 

What else? 

Sick of the council wasting money. Frustrated with the ridiculous p.r. Stunts by the mayor. Just 
deliver the basics and find the money from cutting waste expenditure. I can’t believe the council 
expects we can afford a rates rise in the current economic climate when few people are receiving any 
pay increases. Also how can our assets be run down when rates have increased every year - bad 
management! 
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Submission No: 1515 Olivia Smith 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 4: High. A significant water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $56 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $120 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
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Submission No: 1517 Prateek Pawar 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 1. Do nothing. Status quo. No additional funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 1: Do nothing. No additional investment in Waitara stormwater. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 
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Submission No: 1518 Hannah Watson 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 1: Do nothing. No additional investment in Waitara stormwater. 
 
Comments 

Crown should pay under treaty settlement 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

 

What else? 

I would like to see a park more like the one in Napier available for kids rather than another sports 
ground. I want to encourage play and family time for my little one. 
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Submission No: 1519 Diane Carr 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 
 

 

Saving water and water meters 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 
 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 
 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

Comments 

It is essential that our tamariki have access to sporting facilities that are fit for purpose. Being 
involved with sport is an essential part of growing up so that they can have both healthy minds and 
bodies. We need sporting facilities which encourage our tamariki to participate in a multitude of 
sporting activities.  The multi sports hub will guarantee our community has greater connection with 
each other and it will become a vibrant part of our city/province which will attract future citizens to 
our region. Lets do it!! 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
Do not effect rates ! 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 
Comments 

Reduce stupid spending aka sitting area on Devon st that cost 250k !!! 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 
Comments 

Look after our energy sector !!! People are losing their jobs !! 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

 

What else? 

Stop wasteful spending !!! Make cuts up the top and no more stupid over priced fluffy projects !!! 
People are already stressed and worried don’t make it harder for them !!! Absolute joke. Council need 
a reality check !!! 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
Get on with it ! 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 2: Low. Introduce a water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $45 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $62 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

Far too much is made of the neccessity for walking/biking tracks. What is wrong with using existing 
tracks/roads ? A large percentage of our population is paying for facilities they can never use. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

Comments 

Don’t you dare raise our rates horrendously to pay for this garbage 

 

 

What else? 

Stop wasting OUR money on unnecessary projects!!! We don’t need a multi sport hub we don’t need 
a longer walkway we don’t need expensive “art”. We need more affordable housing (not an 
unbelievably high rates increase) 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

Not at the moment Only do the necessities while everyone is dealing with Covid Spending this money 
is unnecessary 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 
Comments 

Xxx unnecessary 

 

 

What else? 

You lot need x xxxxxx xxxx to wake up You should be concentrating on necessary spending like fixing 
the water etc not spending on extending walkways or multi sports hubs All that can wait Wake up 
NPDC & actually start to listen to what people want! 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Introducing water meters will put too much financial strain on those already struggling. It's hard 
worrying about how much power you need to use, I don't want the same stress applied to water use. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
More storage tanks should be a priority also 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

 

What else? 

Councilors who have made decisions to invest in art instead of infrastructure should be held 
responsible for these decisions. The len lye building was a farce and water infrastructure could have 
been fixed with the money used for this. There is no excuse for this, head's should roll 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 3: As per option 2, plus make the additional funding of $150,000 per year permanent. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Charge people more with water meters and make things even harder than they are? If reasonable 
use of water in not penilised then I don't see an issue, have a cap where under a certain amount of 
water used per household is not charged, over the cap gets charged, create this cap based on 
number of bedrooms per house 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

Comments 

Lived on Leslie Street backing onto River Bank and never noticed major surface flooding, don't feel its 
that big of a issue 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

Focus on issues to do with infrastructure, water sewerage ect, spend money on "nice to haves" later 
 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

Looking after this world is important, feel like hybrid vehicles are a better option at this stage 
opposed to full electric 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 
Comments 

Will be good to have somewhere for sports ect, just doesn't need to be overly flash, it's for sport and 
practical use, not a art piece, 

 

 

What else? 

In general spend money on things that actually matter, infrastructure, flooding / stormwater, sports 
hub, climate change. other "nice to haves" or things more aimed at visitors to the region can be put 
on hold for a while, think people are getting fed up with all the projects the benifit visitors rather than 
spending money on things that affect the day to day life of people who pay rates in this district 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

No water meters 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 4. High. Clear out the backlog and make significant improvements. $229 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

Comments 
If included in separate water rates for house holds,  this will push families who are struggling further 
into hardship 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

Comments 
Invest in more water technicians so they can help with this. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

Extend the walkway it not mountain to see right now. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 3: As per option 2, plus make the additional funding of $150,000 per year permanent. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

 

What else? 

Composting incentive. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
Some serious issues regarding our plumbing have be known about for a very long time, but, despite a 
lot of earnest talk about repairs/replacement, absolutely nothing has been done.  You must take 
responsibility for that.   Shame on you. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 
Comments 

Again, shame on the council for not doing anything about this serious issue.  A lot of buck passing, 
but no action. For crying out loud, we elect you people to run our place effectively, but all you do is 
talk. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
 
Comments 

Regarding option 2.  What would the $9,000,000 be spent on?  Surely, this amount of money would 
make a serious difference to flooding issues, but not long term.  Of course, climate change issues are 
the major problem here, and no amount of money thrown at stormwater problems will solve the 
problem.  Being such a low lying area, Waitara is bound for extinction unless immediate climate 
change action is taken, and all I hear is talk, and very little of that. 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

Seriously, we cannot afford to throw huge sums of money at projects that will not improve the lives 
of most residents.  Yes, the council’s preferred option is desirable, but it is more a case of needs, not 
wants.  Each person is responsible for their own fitness and, generally, health, and there are a 
multitude of options already available to help with that. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

Great, it’s a start. But, instead of planting indigenous trees everywhere, how about a lot more 
community orchards?  The council is to be commended for it’s initiative in this regard already.  Most 
people do not know about the existing orchards.  So many citizens are really struggling to put healthy 
food on the table, and this could be a real help to a lot of people. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 
 

Comments 

What about the $50,000,000 currently being spent at Yarrow Stadium?  A grossly underused facility. I 
understand the area would not be suitable for all sports, and there is the parking issue, but really, 
developing a brand new sports hub is way up there on the list of wants, not needs.  It, too, would be 
unused most of the time. We need a large, green open space in New Plymouth, which we have in the 
racecourse, but the racing industry needs to take responsibility for paying it’s way, which it currently 
is not.  Is horse racing even going to be around for much longer? Could the area be put to better 
use?  Some of the area used for sports, some for new housing? Specialised housing,perhaps, like care 
of the elderly plus family housing in the same area.  This works well elsewhere. 

 

 

What else? 

A lot of time is wasted by a lot of talking around and around in circles. Action!   And please, stop 
focusing on just one sector of our community.  We are all citizens, and any decisions made affect us 
all.  Regardless of our ethnicity.  Anything less is apartheid. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 2: Low. Introduce a water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $45 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $62 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

Walkway to Oakura instead of Waitara would be preferred 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

Change EV's to hybrids. Continue with planting. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 

Allow space for temporary nets to be installed on cricket and rugby fields for a golf driving range 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3482  

Submission No: 1533 John McDonald 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

Comments 
There was comment in the media that installing water meters will reduce the off take and also reduce 
the need to spend significant sums so soon? 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 2: Low. Introduce a water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $45 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $62 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 
 
Comments 

You cannot expect rate payers to find discretionary spend with a 12% rates increase. The council 
must learn to live within its means 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 
Comments 

Stop Discretionary spend, reduce the rates increase, we cannot afford this !!!!! Promote other forms 
of emissions savings, less road and air travel by council staff members? More efficient planning 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 
Comments 

You cannot expect rate payers to find discretionary spend with a 12% rates increase. The council 
must learn to live within its means 

 

 

What else? 

Reduce your spending to reduce the rates burden on ratepayers.Live within your means like every 
other household has to. At a time when wages are flat or declining, you cannot expect families who 
are struggling to make ends meet to accept an exorbitant rates increase. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3485  

Submission No: 1534 Charlotte Littlewood 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 3: As per option 2, plus make the additional funding of $150,000 per year permanent. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

What else? 

Amazing work on your consultation. I saw council staff and councillors out everywhere and really 
easy to engage with the document and submission form. Nice work! 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3486  

Submission No: 1535 Erin Annabell 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 4. High. Clear out the backlog and make significant improvements. $229 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Don’t do meters. Too much money spent 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 1: Do nothing. No additional investment in Waitara stormwater. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

This is not a priority with the current financial state of the world 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 
Comments 

This is not a priority. Fix the water. We have plenty of sports grounds around taranaki. If you 

centralised it you will ruin the stalkers regions 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3490  

Submission No: 1536 Mandy Gilchrist 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 4. High. Clear out the backlog and make significant improvements. $229 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3491  

Submission No: 1537 Rebecca Caldwell 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Introducing water meters and charges to home owners is going to increase financial pressure on all 
ready struggling families. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

What we have currently is fantastic. Fix the antiquated water system that has clearly been overlooked 
for to long. That is a must do! Tracks and trails are a would be nice but not urgent. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 

NPDC’s preferred option. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3495  

Submission No: 1538 Cyndi Torckler 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
Needs to be done. But large rates increased won't be sustainable. Happy for smaller rate increase and 
other means 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 
Comments 

Worried about increased cost for low income families. And children not being able to attend to basic 
hygiene cares as parents don't want to fund extra. Also people not being able to drink water without 
thinking increased cost. Let alone washing 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

Would love for more but need other ways to fund. Maybe user pays for some tracks etc 
 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 

Are electric cars really the best option. Long term What are repair costs and other added costs 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 
Comments 

This is needed now 

 

 

What else? 

Thankful for the many services council provides 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3497  

Submission No: 1539 Brook Lester 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
I live rurally and am on tank water supply and a septic tank. I do not want to be charged for 
upgrades to the water system at all.  If the council is happy to manage those rates and not charge 
those living in the country then I am happy for the water systems to be upgraded, but I would not 
want to pay extra in my rates for this.  I would be happy for the council to do what is required but 
not at my expense in a 12% rates increase 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 
Comments 

I live rurally and am on tank water supply.  I am happy for the council to do what is required to 
manage the water usage but not at my expense.  Why should my rates increase by 12% when I don't 
use any of the town water supply. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 
Comments 

The council can do as the please but I do not want to be charge a 12% rates increase for works in 
Waitara when I live rurally in Omata. the rates should be increase based on the works required in 
each area 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

I am happy with this. but 12% rates increase for this alone is not acceptable.  Maybe stop charging 
me for rebuilding a stupid rugby stadium which I never go to and is hardly used and but the $80 into 
parks and walkways which is used more often. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 
Comments 

I say do nothing here but what i really want is to see the NPDC not $1 million on fleet cars... why not 
come up with a better initiative like improve public transport and encourage the council staff to use it.  
Or do some fund raiser to get you new cars... don't charge the public 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 
Comments 

No interested in a multi sport hub... not when I'm being charge already for a stadium rebuild.... I 
would expect the stadium is used more first before I agree to this 

 

 

What else? 

I live in rurally in Omata.  A lot of what the council is proposing around the water network has zero 
affect on me, and I do not want to be charged a 12% rates hike for these upgrades.. frankly its 

bullshit.  I already pay $80 extra each 1/4 for a ridiculous rugby stadium which is hardly used.  If the 
council can manage its rates increases based on the areas that require work to be done then that's 
fine, but do not blanket increase the rates because its easy.  I work in oil and gas, and think electric 
cars are going to cause more issues than what they're worth.  I would preferer the council improve 
the public transport and encourage the council staff to ride it. don't sped $1 million of fleet vehicles.... 
were battling a pandemic and you want to improve your company cars? what's wrong with you? you 
want to increase rates when people have lost jobs? this council is so out of touch and lazy I cant 

believe it. 
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Office Use Only: 3499  

Submission No: 1540 Deb Gilmour 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3501  

Submission No: 1541 Luis Silva 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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Office Use Only: 3503  

Submission No: 1542 Lara Hancock 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 2: Low. Introduce a water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $45 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $62 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3505  

Submission No: 1543 Nerida Cole 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

Comments 

This will bring more revenue into the province so makes sense to put this ahead 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3507  

Submission No: 1544 S Bolam 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
Meters not required.... Get govt funding under new requirements 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Conservation education only! Encourage more private rain storage for gardens etc like bigger cities 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 
Comments 

Yes no building consents in prone areas 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

Build wide enough for all users 
 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

Encourage plant donations ... 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 
Comments 

A huge need and please include an upgraded swimming complex... 

 

 

What else? 

Not sure why rural land takes a bigger rate increase when few services used and generally already 
undertaken conservation planting of waterways and soil retention.  Water meters are not for NP ... 
climate change means more rain/supply .... council can allow private collection of rain water for 
toilets and garden hoses/car washing/water blasting etc. Also fix the pipe leaks...developer levy! 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3508  

Submission No: 1545 Michelle Ogle-Atkins 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
Its disapointing to know that with rate that council has not kept up with maintenance let alone 
improvements 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 2: Low. Introduce a water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $45 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $62 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

we have so many existing track and trails that if we keep them maintained they are appropriate 
ongoing. Consideration needs to be given to the current economic environment 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

Comments 

No options given to split the proposal.  I agree with the planting but considering the types of electric 
vehicles available along with current cost this seems unnecessary in the shorter term. As electric 
vehicles become common place in NZ the cost will reduce and the quality is likely to increase. 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

What else? 

Given the current economic environment the the uncertainty whanau are facing this proposal seems 
like a 'slap in the face' when jobs and wages are not moving at this type of rate. Consideration really 
does need to be given to people 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3513  

Submission No: 1546 Marion Bolton 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
A first  priority. This must come before the 'nice to have ' items 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

Comments 

Water is a most precious commodity & residents must be encouraged to be careful with water use 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

Put the extension of the coastal walkway on hold but continue the mountain to sea option as a 
contrasting walkway for the public 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

 

What else? 

The proposed rate increases of 12% for one year & 6.7% for subsequent years are to high for many 
residents & businesses who are in many cases suffering  uncertain job securiy   and a down turn in 
profitability 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3515  

Submission No: 1547 Rebecca Atkins 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 

Get school kids and/or organisations to support the planting. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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Office Use Only: 3519  

Submission No: 1548 Steph Maxwell 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

Comments 
Don’t put in water meters. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

No water meters. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 
Comments 

I love the idea of planting trees but the cars being packaged in with them doesn’t seem right. Plant 
the trees but don’t put our rates up so you can have new cars. 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

 

What else? 

Do not get water meters. Don’t use sustainable practices as an excuse to upgrade your cars on 
ratepayers money. 
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Office Use Only: 3520  

Submission No: 1549 Ryan Evetts 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3521  

Submission No: 1550 Stephen Peter Morrison 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option A: Pay for it from rates 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 
Comments 

totally out of control spending 

 

 

What else? 

port facilities need looking at , self funded marinaby berth holders,bigger boat ramp that will be also 
user funded . so much wasted potentual at the port 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3524  

Submission No: 1551 John & Frances Waugh 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

 

What else? 

The council could and should also look at its own structure and staffing levels, less lower and middle 
managers, instead employing more hands on staff, eg in parks and recreation areas to help maintain 
the areas which we currently have.  I have for a long time considered the council to be top heavy in 
its administration/chamber offices. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3525  

Submission No: 1552 Kevin Beer 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 3: As per option 2, plus make the additional funding of $150,000 per year permanent. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

Comments 

This is a must. To keep people, particularly children active we need to provide them with facilities to 
use. Problems with existing areas are well known so lets do it and do it properly. 

 

 

What else? 

We don't want to become a dead city and we need to keep growing. Our infrastructure needs 
updating and improving and the fact we have slipped behind in keeping it up to speed is a sad 
indictment of former councils that we now need to fix. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3526  

Submission No: 1553 Hannah 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3527  

Submission No: 1554 Marlys 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 2: Low. Introduce a water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $45 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $62 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3530  

Submission No: 1555 Noel Chilcott 

Wish to speak to the Council: Yes 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 4. High. Clear out the backlog and make significant improvements. $229 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 
 
Comments 
Essential works.  The question needs to be raised in these difficult times why not use the Investment 
Fund to inject into the projects to keep the economy bouyant, sort out problems that have occurred 
over the years through lack of money, the investment funds will be experiencing low returns 
contributing little to rates reduction per ratepayer, cost of these projects will increase significantly 
over the next 10 years so suggest the budgeted rate increases unlikely to fund these projects fully 
going forward.  Is this Investment Fund so tied up it is untouchable, we need the truth. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 4: High. A significant water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $56 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $120 million over the long term. 
 

Comments 

If it controls leaks and or useage do it.  Water will always be a problem, do it once and do it properly 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 
Comments 

Growing population  just do it.  Increase cleaning maintenance whilst on the job, the number of 
grates regularly blocked with leaves etc. prevents rain during heavy downpours draining away.  No 
provision or thought of controlling rubbish from the system flowing into the sea. 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 
Comments 

Essential to maintain an attractive environment.  Also do not neglect existing parks and park 
maintenance. New Plymouth when I was a child was the Garden City, we are now the Energy City, 
we have to a degree lost our focus. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 
 
Comments 

Involve Service Clubs and voluntary organisations to assist planting and designate various area to 
their organisation with naming rights.Involve the Community,run a donate and plant a tree campaign 
in conjunction with the TRC Riparian program. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

Comments 

Essentialas many sports are deprived. New Plymouth self credits itself with the quality of its facilities, 
which in reality are lacking i.e. sports grounds in the bottom of gullies wet and cold during winter, 
poor grass surfaces and no parking. Pleasure to go to other cities i.e. Hamilton and see their facilities. 

 

 

What else? 

The Investment Fund would ideally be applied to this facility to invest in the youth of this city for 
today, tomorrow and well into the future.  The fund on our House Rates contributes $136.50 per qrtr  

On one Farm                          64.53  

2nd Farm                               55.57    

Investment property              197.75  

Totals                                   454.35   

Total NPDC Rate Payment per qrtr we pay is $5837 GST Excl. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3531  

Submission No: 1556 Grant Commerford 

Organisation:  Stratford Cricket 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 

How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 4. High. Clear out the backlog and make significant improvements. $229 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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Office Use Only: 3534  

Submission No: 1557 Karen Luxton 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 4. High. Clear out the backlog and make significant improvements. $229 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
It is a priority. Forget the ‘nice’ things that people want..our infrastructure isn’t frilly or pretty but it is 
absolutely the most important item to be fixed.  Let’s not leave it to the next generation.. fix it now. 
As well as  water meters New Plymouth is growing and it needs a bigger water reservoir.  We cannot 
continue to open up new subdivisions and build new houses without considering the need for more 
water and how the sewerage system etc is going to handle those new houses. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 2: Low. Introduce a water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $45 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $62 million over the long term. 
 

Comments 

Yes to water meters but you still need to build a bigger water reservoir because there are hundreds 
of new houses being built in New Plymouth that will all be connected to the town water supply. Water 
meters will not solve the water storage problem. Does council consider water and sewerage when 
they approve new house builds in New Plymouth? Water meters will make people more aware of how 
much water they use but it is certainly not going to solve the problem of water supply... New 
Plymouth needs  a bigger water storage reservoir. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

Comments 

No..I think the option council is proposing is a good one. 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

Don’t do anything...all discretionary funds should be going towards infrastructure. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

Comments 

We cannot afford to do this if we want to fix the plumbing and sewerage problems. Don’t be 
pressured by the Greens to spend money on climate change issues that we cannot afford. I don’t 
believe council can afford to spends thousands on electric vehicles either. Think  about what is most 
important....electric vehicles are not at this point in time. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 

While I am reluctant to see that much money go towards a sports stadium I have to agree that we do 
need a sports hub as the stadium does not cut it anymore. It is often used for expos and sports 
teams are locked out when that occurs. 

 

 

What else? 

Council needs to be prudent in its own spending..ie running the council. Look at the systems..staffing 
etc. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3535  

Submission No: 1558 Erik Noack 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 4: High. A significant water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $56 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $120 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 
Comments 

The long term (2031-2051) seem like just another way of saying it's a good idea but never going to 
happen. If funding is a problem, thought should be in simpler solutions such as pressing NZTA on 
cycle lanes on the side of highways, lower speed limits, and anything that enables people to commute 
safely between settlements in the district. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 3: As per option 2, plus make the additional funding of $150,000 per year permanent. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3537  

Submission No: 1559 Maggy Calka 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

A lot of homes are rural that collect their own water so they should not be penalized for this in their 
rates. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

The walk way is fine as it is, minimal people walk the length to bell block let alone going further to 
waitara. This is not necessary and will be a waste of money is done.  There are already plenty of 
other walkways that people can use 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 
Comments 

With everything that happened with covid since 2019 this can be pushed out another few years 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 
Comments 

This is not necessary, find funding for it somewhere else not through rates. 
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Office Use Only: 3539  

Submission No: 1560 Martin van den Tillaart 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 3: As per option 2, plus make the additional funding of $150,000 per year permanent. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 
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Submission No: 1561 Mark Probyn 

Wish to speak to the Council: Yes 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
Why are we using out of town consultants when we have local specialized business that are capable 
and probably way more affordable to use. With a down turn in workload for some industry why not 
feed the work to local business and keep the money local. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 
Comments 

Our rates are too high now, we have paid for water already. Why don't we encourage households to 
have own water catchment. Why don't we increase the councils water catchment. What happens to 
all the fees for new builds, subdivisions, and renovations? 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 
Comments 

Where is the money for leasehold land purchases going? This is money that could be used for 
improvements. 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

The coastal walkway is probably long enough at present, but coast to mountain opens up some very 
good landscape. Linking up the Mountain bike track to a walkway would be a great idea. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

Comments 

When the council has spent money to research the hydrogen fuel option why are we going for 
electric? Maybe the council needs to have electric bikes instead. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

Comments 

The council has mucked up with Rugby park and the downtown carpark, these are projects that no 
one is accountable for , why should we trust the council to spend our money properly. 

 

 

What else? 

When the powerco shares were sold we voted against it , but it went ahead and we were promised to 
be rate free by now. We couldn't be further from it. A rates hike like you are planning is not right. 
People and business are hurting, would really like to see an overhaul of our top heavy council with 
more efficiency in place. 
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Submission No: 1562 Andrew Cotter 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
we obviously need to work on improving the issues we face in the district with our plumbing, but we 
need to ensure it is done in a cost effective, efficient way. one example of the shambles is the work 
currently happening on the water main replacement on richmond st in inglewood. the contractors 
have been at it for days, achieving bugger all - they spend half the day sitting in their vehicles or 
standing around, then they tell me that council has called them off to do other work, leaving this 
work half completed (of course they have to mitigate the trenches etc they have open, so wasting 
more time and effort). is anyone actually keeping an eye on how long this takes and to what 
standard? the scope seems to have changed on them half way through also. we need to be wary of 
cost we need to be wary of spending a heap of money, then if central government takes it all over as 
part of the three waters review, have we wasted our money and effort? 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 

million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 
Comments 

Water meters, while unpopular, are probably the way forward obviously council has been introducing 
these where other works have been happening, for example I had a toby replacement and a water 
meter was then installed. great. however there has been no feedback or education around how much 
water my household uses vs the average. I understand how to read a meter and so on, but haven't 
been that motivated to work out my usage. I assume that there would be a heap of households out 
there that wouldn't have a clue how to work their usage out. I totally get and support that 
consumption needs to be dropped for everyone and wastage stopped. education is needed around 
this. could water meters be done in a more staged approach to reduce upfront costs? mock billing is a 
great idea for a few years to get people used to the idea for the average household, I would hope 
that the cost of water doesn't increase - obviously households are billed on a standard consumption 

charge currently, so if an average household under the new setup was still using average use, then 
they shouldn't be paying more for their water use. Higher use households should be paying more if 
they are using more water. Yes, bigger households may be lower income demographics, but this 
doesn't exempt them from paying for what resources they use, especially if they are being inefficient. 
Businesses, farms and commercial users should also be paying their fair share of costs for water 
supplied by Council. Council should be encourage the installation and use of water tanks for new and 
developed (and existing) properties for the likes of watering gardens and the like. This could be a 

subsidy type system for water tanks, or it could purely be a promotional/publicity type activity. 
alternatively look at sourcing and selling water tank systems at cost?    Could council look at having 
some non-potable water filling stations for commercial or industrial users (or even domestic users) to 
take/purchase water from for the likes of watering gardens, roadworks etc? this could save on using 
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potable/more expensive water  has council currently got much of a handle on if there are specific 
zones, areas, suberbs etc where water usage is particularly high? maybe this could be one way to 
focus on activities.  education should happen for the district to have some knowledge on where our 
potable water comes from, what the limits, restrictions and challenges are, and the cost of treating 
that water this should include the consenting and allocation process (TRC), as well as the actual 
water takes, sources, treatment, limits and challenges, as well as info on the transmission on storage 
of water around the district.  if NP district usage is so high, how much work has gone into leak 
detection and prevention? I know many identified leaks go unrepaired by Council contractors for 
extended periods of times. One example is a leak at the intersection of Richmond St and Carrington 
St in Inglewood which leaked for weeks if not more before it was repaired. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 1: Do nothing. No additional investment in Waitara stormwater. 
 
Comments 

With regards to the Waitara stormwater problem - Council should be discouraging the occupation of 
land which is in flood-prone areas, and in area which are likely to be subject to sea level rise. I 
believe that spending lots of money on infrastructure in these areas that are almost certain to be 
inundated on a regular or increasing basis is a waste of money. Could the funding from work that 
only affects Waitara residents come from a targeted rate on Waitara properties? Or from the fund 
created by the sale of the leasehold land? 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

We need to be careful of this, I support SOME spending to increase tracks and trails, but not huge 
amounts. We need to focus on core infrastructure before we go chasing nice to haves. NPDC 
residents cant afford ever increasing rates increases year on year - these shouldn't exceed inflation. 

Council seriously needs to work on its own internal and external efficiencies. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 
Comments 

If an electrified fleet is the be all and end all approach, then the cost savings should pay for 
themselves. A climate emergency is a cop out. yes, we certainly need to improve our carbon 
footprint, but its not an excuse to splash ratepayer cash around maybe Council could look at its own 
fleet, how it is used, who is allocated what etc first.  planting trees is great, but we need to be careful 
of costs - I can see huge ongoing costs coming from this for maintaining said trees in parks and 
reserves 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 

I do support the construction of a multi sport hub, but is this the right location to house it? Do the 
financials stack up?  CARPARKING and traffic are going to be a huge problem - for what is proposed, 
is there enough parking for sport to happen here? What is going to happen to nearby residents 
access and so on? the intersections are going to be horrible....  Can Council get external funding? 
Sport Taranaki and other sporting codes are pushing this hard, but are they contributing to the 
funding and ongoing running/maintenance costs?  How much of a cost blow-out are we going to see? 

with lots of this work happening into the future, whats going to change? can we involve some 
community work or other volunteer labour to help fund and construct this?  How is access across the 
race track going to work? Will multiple codes (including racing/training) be able to happen at once 
safely and realistically? Is Taranaki Racing Club going to contribute financially to the use of the land a 
facilities?  Where are the toilets/changing facilities etc? will there be enough for all of the sport that 
may be happening at once?  Has Council considered any other income streams from users of these 
facilities and grounds? eg concerts, gypsy fairs, events, expos etc 

 

 

What else? 

Council needs to keep rates increases to a minimum, preferably none! work on efficiencies internally 
and externally bells and whistles are nice, but focus on core activities - arts are way way way down 
the list on being core. its all and well wanting to be a lifestyle capital, however our residents need to 
be able to afford to live here - constant huge rates increases are not sustainable for anyone. Council 
needs to listen to what our residents are saying, not just go off on pie in the sky glamour projects.  
with the zoo upgrade, if a space for a cafe or gift shop is included, these should pay market rates for 
lease to contribute to the running of the zoo. maybe more donation boxes or similar should be 
introduced, or consider a small fee for non-residents? this would help a small way with the ongoing 
running costs  i support zero waste efforts. it sounds like better education needs to go into recycling 
efforts can council look at setting up or supporting private enterprise to set up other recycling and 
reuse efforts? - concrete recycling, tire processing/recycling, timber waste, food scraps and 

composting, dirt/clay processing/screening and supply etc an option could be to look into creating a 
local-private partnership or council controlled entity, and this could strive to be a default way for 
people to dispose of waste or to purchase recycled material or products what about recycling of 
plastics and soft plastics? this could become a good job boost for the region?   with regards to 
feedback options and surveys council have been running - these seem to be too limiting so that 
people can only select one of a couple of options, not allowing it to be easy for people to give the 
right feedback. there has been a lot of comment on social media and the like, which obviously isn't 

part of the official feedback process - i hope this is being noted also. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3545  

Submission No: 1563 Richard H Shearer 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
How would central govt plans to become involved in 3 waters affect npdc planned budgets? If npdc 
covers this cost could it be recoverable from central govt in future? 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 
Comments 

I worry that this is an additional cost especially for low income families. Perhaps there is some basic 
unmetered quantity, and then if above that qty is used then its metered and billed. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 
Comments 

Get it done now, before it costs more. Same comment re can any of the cost be recovered from 

central govt? 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 
Comments 

We are lagging behind many areas of NZ with cycling network and tourism opportunities. we need to 
double down and get this happening asap. eg a Mt Taranaki cycle track with spurs down to villages/ 
towns, or a white cliffs to parihaka cycle way. Could any of this be debt funded and recovered from 
fees? how have other areas financed these assets? eg new cromwell to clyde track about to open.  
finally on this, oakura to NP cycle link needed urgently. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

Comments 

I think benefits need to be costed out more. are your suggestions above truly the best efforts with 
most impact we can do for climate action? i dont think so. vehicle technology will change radically in 
next 5 years. what is full ROI with current ev's? i fully support planting and waste minimalisation. i 
think we need to think harder on this to get more bang for buck and involve more of our community 
and businesses rather than just npdc... 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 
Comments 

Please get on with this asap. 

 

 

What else? 

What happened to greening huatoki plaza?  Oakura to NP cycle/ walkway link.  work with Iwi, hapu, 

marae to develop signage and stories of historical sites within NPDC area. Make this prominent. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3553  

Submission No: 1564 Mike McLorinan 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Should be more options to assist people into greywater systems for more sustainable water systems 
and savings. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

Nice to haves, but current economic climate for most can’t afford the additional cost. As a large 
number of people are having  and to budget just to eat, I don’t see it as fiscally responsible to 
increase costs on luxuries at this point in time. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 
Comments 

Agree with planting, but the carbon foot print on EV still out ways to combustion engine. Do not 
waste our rates on this until the alternative is actually cleaner. Not just emission based. 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

What else? 

Listen to the people, now is not the time to stamp your legacy as a council by setting up think big 
projects at the cost if the rate payer. Many are already struggling. Deal with the needs, the wants can 
come later or if alternative funding can be used PIF etc. Remember most of us don’t get what we 
want. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3555  

Submission No: 1565 Stephanie Burgess 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 

How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 
 

How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
Investing in our infrastructure is a must.  Do it pragmatically and sensibly with the future in mind.  
Our province is growing and you must take this into account 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Invest our money in water catchment.  We live under a mountain.  If the only option is for water 
meters - then all must pay.  Farmers, council (watering sports fields etc) 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 
 

Comments 

What we have is enough gor now.   With the state our 'plumbing' is in, you need to invest our money 
in things that are essential (plumbing and storm water) and we need to stop, for now, investing in 
'nice to haves'  We are an active family and our green spaces (parks, walkways, mountains) are used.  
They are not in a state that stop people using them.  We are out and about all the time and always 
see people in our parks, walkways and up the mountain. 
 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

Comments 

We need to be future thinking, we need to invest in our planet. 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

Comments 

Totally opposed to this for so many reasons. Proposed place is NOT right.  Coronation Ave is 
contested already.  From Elliot Street lights right up Coronation Ave.  There are 3 large schools in and 
around this area (Boys High, Highlands, Welbourn)  This stretch of road is a safety risk for everyone 
who walks, bikes and drives on this road on weekdays.  This isn't even taking into account it is a 
corridor for all the trucks heading to the port.  You simply CANNOT put another large venue here 
without putting more strain on the infrastructure. I have been parallel with Boys High school mid-

week, midday on a regular basis due to the traffic conjestion at Elliot Street lights.  This is NOT the 
right place and NOT the right time for a sports hub.  Also, with covid changing the economic climate 
we cannot build this sports hub now.  It will put a strain on low and fixed income earners.  I also note 
NPSC has a 'Greening" plan - how is putting a concrete jungle smack bang in the middle of "green" 
space aligned with your goals? Our Pukekura park reminds me of Central Park in NYC - if anything we 
should be extending this beautiful green space and promoting it as a provincial taonga (future 
thinking) not destroying it by buildings. 

 

 

What else? 

Do not build the sports hub!  We simply cannot afford it.   Put our money into infrastructure.   You 
need to think of the greater good = and the rate hike is obscene! Covid changed everything -= we 
have a national housing crisis, people have lost their jobs.  Put our money into infrastructure and be 
prudent and careful with our money. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3556  

Submission No: 1566 Kane 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

It's not like we don't get enough rain in this region, the saying goes "if you can see the Mt it's going 
to rain, if you can't see the Mt its raining" As we all know we have been hit hard with a pandemic 
which will cause a downturn in the economy of NZ. Also we have been hit by decisions from central 
government that hurts this region, in particular when it comes to industry and wealth creation. These 
forces combined are going to have a detrimental effect on the oncome of many in this region. There 
is no appetite or extra money in our pockets for another monthly bill in these unprecedented times. 
The council needs to take in to account those in lower Socioeconomic situations, many people can 
barely make ends meet as it is before slapping them with another bill! this will only lead to more over 
reach for those who can't pay. What would the consequences be if you end up in huge arrears 
because you owe money to the council or a company that deals in money collections? Water 
restricted to a trickle such as in Auckland? or house sales to pay you council bill? This is opening up a 
can of worms that could lead to deep resentment of the council. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

What we have now is sufficient. It's a nice to have but we are in unprecedented times. Perhaps in the 
future if economic stability returns. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

Comments 

Whatever we do in NZ can't stop the so called "emergency" so why should we pay, it's a bit like using 
a bucket to save the titanic... 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

Comments 

Again a nice to have but we are in unprecedented times. Perhaps in future.. 

 

 

What else? 

Stick to the core functions of the council at as lower cost to the ratepayers as possible. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3558  

Submission No: 1567 Jo Furze 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Must fix the water quality as it needs to improve significantly if you want rate payers to pay for it. 
Currently New Plymouth water is the worst tasting water in NZ and 0.2 chlorine is the national 
standard and NP is 0.6 to 0.8 so its like drinking swimming pool water!. I have travelled in NZ a lot 
and lived in Wellington for 20 years and as a rate payer in NP now the council should be ashamed of 
the water quality and I have had to put a whole house water filter in. Only once this is rectified water 
meter options could be considered. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3559  

Submission No: 1568 David Goodall 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Water meters for general public and homeowners is ridiculous. Focus on the excessive use in 
agriculture 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 1: Do nothing. No additional investment in Waitara stormwater. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 
Comments 

Investing in this will generate future revenue for all businesses in Taranaki through travel and tourism 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

Comments 

Low priority. Especially investing in electric vehicles (unless you think that running costs will be 
significantly lower which would result in a pay back for the investment) 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

Comments 

This is a priority for the community 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3561  

Submission No: 1569 Tom Moroz 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
rates from properties not connected to mains water should not be penalized to pay for those who are 
on mains. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 2: Low. Introduce a water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $45 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $62 million over the long term. 
 

Comments 

all to often water savings can be made but are offset by the need for water by industry (farming and 
others) - set the rates up in such a way as to not only save water but look at alternative ways to 
suppply water for an ever expanding area, such as a de-salination plant. If the region is to keep 
expanding, water will only be a more drawn upon resource. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 1: Do nothing. No additional investment in Waitara stormwater. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

In addition to the walkway, develop commercial and high density housing (apartments) along it. The 
coastal walkway is a major draw but the lack of facilities stop a lot of people from using it. 
Commercial areas such as a restaurant zone would bring more people to enjoy this facility. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

Planting trees is a good idea. Electrifying the fleet could be taken at a lesser pace, say $75,000 per 
year. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 
Comments 

Current facilities are already adequate. Building a multi-sport hub unlikely to bring additional sports 
and events to the area that are not already here - or only marginal sports which would take away 
from the use of current facilities. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3562  

Submission No: 1570 Stu Dempster 

Organisation:  NPMU Cricket Club 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 

How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 

and contributing $40 million. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3563  

Submission No: 1571 Alan Rogers 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option A: Pay for it from rates 

 

Comments 
Get on with it! Also install flow meters at strategic locations on the network to identify network leaks. 
Consumer water meters will not identify network leaks. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
 
Comments 

The options listed miss the point with our water supply system, and consumer water meters will not 
prevent it running dry in the future. We rely on Lake Mangamahoe which has operated as a hydro 
storage lake for over 80 years. The river that feeds water to the lake carries a high silt load during 
high flow situations which are common for most of the year. The lake acts as a large settling pond for 
the hydro. The lake is now substantially filled with mud. NB the hydro uses over 20 times more water 
than the WTP when in normal operation. During summer the water flow in the river, after a dry spell, 
falls to approximately 1.8 cubic metres/s (cms). Almost 1 cms is deliberately not diverted into the lake 
to maintain the health of the river below the diversion point. This means that only about 0.8 cms is 
diverted into the lake at this time and a substantial percentage of that water does not go to the WTP 
due to the intake pipe arrangements. We are getting close to running out of water supply during 
summer. Forget consumer water meters and address this issue! 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

Ou parks, trails and walkways are a great asset. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

Electrifying the NPDC vehicle fleet should only be done once the infrastructure is in place to power 
vehicles. Please be aware that there are a lot of technology improvements with hydrogen fuel cells 
taking place. Best not to rush into a choice between pure electric or hydrogen powered electric 
vehicles at this time. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3566  

Submission No: 1572 Rowan Oldfield 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
No doubt the wheels are in motion with regards to giving customary rights to local iwi with regard to 
ownership of water, so how will this play out if we pay for the infrastructure through rates and then 
have to pay for the actual water? I think this will be a huge issue that needs to be openly discussed 
now. Unless I am completely misreading the future moves that I believe will be played. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 
Comments 

Domestic water usage is a tiny portion of the issue . Water usage by industry and commercial 
interests is the major portion and should be charged appropriately. Resource consents should include 
charging industry based on volume , not residential usage. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

Comments 

Poorly designed development which causes the problem should pay for the rectification of the 
problem.Who is causing the problem, go to them and force them to fix it, don't expect people who 
have nothing to do with it to fix it for them. 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 
Comments 

Why only go North? Why can't the track go South to Oakura etc, why this South only approach. The 
benefits for health are huge and by providing a track North and South into and from New Plymouth 
would be wonderful. Get people out of their cars and onto bikes etc should be a priority; but don't 
just go North of the city.Omata and Oakura a deserving of consideration as well. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

Planting more trees has in many cases not lead to them surviving over time. Many overseas efforts 
have failed due to lack of watering capability once planted. Electrifying vehicles are still vehicles on 
the road. During lock-down how did the council operate, did  it still function without cars, are the 
journeys necessary at all? $1 million for cars , really??? 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 
Comments 

After the Yarrows Stadium debacle and waste of money towards rugby I have absolutely no faith in 
developing and putting our money into another venture that will no doubt be mis- managed and 
make a select few companies wealthier and a few sporting groups more powerful. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3570  

Submission No: 1573 Tim Jackson 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3572  

Submission No: 1574 Neil Hart 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

Comments 
Water is a necessity for life and should be treated as the TOP prioeity for the council. Recent 
catastrophic failures in other districts should be enough evidence to direct your full attention to our 
water infrastructure. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 
Comments 

If the council shows the community it is dedicated to fixing the water infrastructure and not waste 
ratepayers money on the nice to haves then the community will come on board with water reduction 
schemes. Having lived in 2 other cities where water meters were introduced, I know first hand that 
meters make NO difference to household culture. Education and a hand in hand approach is key to 
reduction. NOT the xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxx approach that has been adopted by Mayor Holdem with his 
recent comments towards the ratepayers submissions to the 10 year plan. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 
Comments 

As development goes through the consenting processthe appropriate actions for stormwater control 
need to be considered up front and not retrspectively repaired or developed. 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

Status quo to remain until concil debt is paid down. a nice to have and not a need to have. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

Comments 

As per option 1 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

Comments 

Ratepayers have the burden of paying for a sports facility already. Pay this debt off (Yarrows 
Stadium} before consultation over another venue and increased burden to the ratepayers.Another 
nice to have facility. Households can't live beyond their means so why should the Council.TIME to 
take stock of the spend. 

 

 

What else? 

For once in your lives, listen to the people who elected you in the first place. You as a coucil have 
become self centred and arrogant as demonstrated by the Mayor's recent comments. You talk about 
12% increase followed by subsequent 6% increases Wages and salaries dont increase by anywhere 

near these rates and given the impact of Covid 0% adjustments will be the norm as businesses try to 
reconsolidate. Time to get real and spend according to the need to haves and not the nice to haves. 
Remember who elected you. YOU work for US!!!! 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3574  

Submission No: 1575 Tecwyn King 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 4. High. Clear out the backlog and make significant improvements. $229 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

Comments 
This should be the priority and increasing rates exponentially is not a good idea considering the 
housing market and COVID 19 thinking creatively about other solutions and not blowing money on 
salary and nice to have options should be a start. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 
Comments 

Not necessary more public awareness about wasted water such as sprinklers is needed 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

Not a priority in the current state of the world this will not go away soon and people without jobs or 
stable income will not care about New Plymouth having more green spaces we already have a lot 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 3: As per option 2, plus make the additional funding of $150,000 per year permanent. 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

 

What else? 

Raising rates by this amount is not good for first home buyers like myself. We’ve already worked hard 
to get where we are and this is fuel to move somewhere else like wanganui or Wellington to avoid 
such ridiculous plans and daylight robbery 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3577  

Submission No: 1576 Brett Brennen 

Organisation:  Ducks and Drakes 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 

How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 
Comments 
Water is fast becoming the most precious resource on earth. We certainly get enough rain here in 
Taranaki - we just have to harvest it as well as reducing waste and consumption. Go hard Councillors 
and get this right for future gernerations. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

Comments 

User pays peeople. User pays. Reduce use - reduce cost. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 
Comments 

Ensure Taranaki becomes a destination for this market -= more than it already is. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

Comments 

Get on with this project. The benefits to the region will far outweigh the costs from  a social, health 
and economic perspective. This should start in year 2. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3578  

Submission No: 1577 Travis Gracie 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option A: Pay for it from rates 

 

Comments 
Water infrastructure is one of councils core business assets and should be at the top of any list of 
priorities. Council needs to look at other programs to trim costs from in order to keep rate at a 
reasonable level while properly looking after infrastructure assets for future generations. Council 
needs to have more of a mindset to reduce spending in all spending decisions. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

Comments 

With a uniform charge there is no benefit to consumers to monitor or reduce consumption. When 
consumers are paying for the water they use then there is a financial incentive to repair leaky taps 
and monitor their use. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 1: Do nothing. No additional investment in Waitara stormwater. 
 
Comments 

The full costs of the project need to be put out for consultation. If $20m is the first stage then what 
are the stages after that going to cost. This needs to be known before any decision is made on 
whether to start the process or not. 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

This is a nice to have that should only be considered after core infrastructure assets have been paid 
for. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

Comments 

Electrification of the councils vehicle fleet should be done as vehicles are up for renewal to reduce 
costs and not require additional funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

Comments 

The sports hub is a nice to have and should only be considered after core infrastructure assets have 
been paid for. Some venues are in need of investment and this should continue but a centralised hub 
is an expensive asset that the region cannot afford at this time. 

 

 

What else? 

Council needs to consider each and every spending decision in relation to its affect on rates. If each 
decision is made this way then a lot of small savings will add up to significant savings. "Look after the 
pennies and the pounds look after themselves". We too often hear of poor quality spending decisions 

that are brushed off as being small relative to the overall spend of the council. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3581  

Submission No: 1578 Anne Duggan 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 4. High. Clear out the backlog and make significant improvements. $229 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
No one wants it but it needs to be done. The council needs to stop asking the community about 
fixing/upgrading utilities. That’s what they are elected to do. Get on with it. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 2: Low. Introduce a water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $45 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $62 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3582  

Submission No: 1579 Lynda Brittain 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

I believe everyone is entitled to water at no cost -we maybe need to educate people on water 
consumption and usage rather than charging 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 
Comments 

fix the problem at a reasonable cost 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 
 
Comments 

I would suggest general maintaining of the facilities we have instead of spending more $$ 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 
 
Comments 

All for Planting -totally support the Riparian Planting scheme -maybe "gift" bulk plants to lifestyle 
blocks ,schools,clubs etc to plant where they see fit 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 
Comments 

WHY???!!! We have plenty of suitable facilities in New Plymouth that are under promoted and used 

 

 

What else? 

My personal opinion is that the people of Taranaki are fed up with the continual Rate rises when most 
of us have had no pay /wages increases in the past 5 years !We are expected to agree with ideas 
floated by the council when we as residents are doing it tough ..How about the entire council has a 
reduction in there incomes and manages on what they have coming in with rates etc and budget 
sufficiently. One of the extravagant cost overruns could start with looking at the contracting for the 
maintance of our roads-the current contractor does a below standard of work and would be costing 
far more than should be for a substandard job eg works were done before Americana on a stretch of 
road outside of New Plymouth and the road has already degraded and needs repair,a constant 
observation over the years,whatever they are doing IS NOT working and is COSTING the Ratepayer 
unnessarily. ( Rant over! ) Have a fab day 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3586  

Submission No: 1580 Simon Bishop 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
Got to be done, it's been deferred by previous generations of ratepayers and should not be put on 
the shoulders of those yet to come. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 
Comments 

I would like to see more in this plan about any awareness campaigns that could be undertaken to 
bolster this and change habits...? 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

I'd also like to see more work proposed around extending / improving cycle routes and leaning on 
NZTA where appropriate.  There's nothing out of Oakura.  As a long time cycle commuter, I can 
testify as to how inadequate the 30 cm of shoulder going up tapuae hill is. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 3: As per option 2, plus make the additional funding of $150,000 per year permanent. 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

Comments 

Way overdue. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3587  

Submission No: 1581 Richard Buttimore 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 4: High. A significant water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $56 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $120 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

Option 2A. Extend Coastal Walkway only. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 3: As per option 2, plus make the additional funding of $150,000 per year permanent. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3593  

Submission No: 1582 Geoff Leadley 

Wish to speak to the Council: Yes 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 4. High. Clear out the backlog and make significant improvements. $229 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

Comments 
This is a long term asset and is owned by council. The plumbing is used by the community and 
should only be funded by the council spreading the cost over 50 years with the cost to ratepayers 
being the payment of principal and interest over the expected life of the asset ie 50 years. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 4: High. A significant water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $56 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $120 million over the long term. 
 
Comments 

Meters provides a user pay so a high useage user such as a hotel or rest home complex pay for their 
use of the service and a low user such as a solo resident pays a much lower water charge based on 
actual use. Let the ratepayer pay for the meter and justify this by reducing rates by the amount of 
the current one amount fits all ratepayers in the rates notice. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 1: Do nothing. No additional investment in Waitara stormwater. 
 

Comments 

Let the Waitara land owner pay their share of the stormwater management. 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

A good community asset requiring expansion and maintenance. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

Comments 

Just do it. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

Comments 

Let the sports clubs (users) pay for this. Why must you impose this cost/levy on ratepayers who may 
never use the facility. Most sports hubs worldwide run at a loss as does Eden Park in Auckland and 
Forsyth Barr stadium in Dunedin. Compare this to the argument you make for not building a Marina  
and providing a coastal playground for jetskiers, boatees and fishermen. 

 

 

What else? 

I wish to hear of planning to make SH3/One way system into and through New Plymouth able to cope 
with the increasing traffic. Even now the traffic has bottlenecks from traffic lights at The Valley and 
progressively in to the city.  Can the councillors proposing this 10 year plan stand up and say that 

these plans will make New Plymouth a most live able city.  Finally this council needs to earn ratepayer 
trust.  New Plymouth Council has thrown aside a peoples referendum in favour of their own political 
agendas and a group of noisey activists. We can not  trust this Council at New Plymouth.  It has 
chosen not to reflect the 83% who voted for a particular policy in a recent popular referendum. It 
appears Council policy is to  favour minorities and political activists who contribute nothing to our 
community except division and loathing. If the New Plymouth Councilors maintain their racist and 
divisive  policy on ratepayer representation then put this into your 10 year plan. Ascertain the social 
cost and so that we can decide to leave to live in a community with fair and equal governeance. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3595  

Submission No: 1583 Ralph Bryant 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

Comments 
Council do not take any notice of this survey. The past speaks for it self. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Costs will only go up regardless of what is spoken here. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

 

What else? 

You doing ok in your ivory tower Mr Mayor while others struggle to pay rates now. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3597  

Submission No: 1584 Ken Taylor 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
As we have a self contained unit below our living quarters, and have done for 25 years, We are now 
in the unfair situation of paying twice for facilities that we receive only one of, eg: water, sewerage 
connections. This has been the case for the past 9 months. It is our intention to use the now rented, 
furnished unit into accommodation for family and friends once we become freehold and we retire 
which is going to start happening within eighteen months. When/if water metres are fitted will we 
receive one or the two we will be paying for?, we only have one connection. I am interested to know. 
I think it is very inequitable that we pay twice for everything, The Yarrow Stadium rebuild included 
when we have a 454 sq. metre section and only four people on the property with two toilets, two 
bathrooms and two kitchens in total. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 

NPDC’s preferred option. 
 
Comments 

See previous comments. How many metres per connection? 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 1: Do nothing. No additional investment in Waitara stormwater. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

The Coastal Walkway as it is is more than sufficient. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3598  

Submission No: 1585 Kelly Wilson 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3599  

Submission No: 1586 Jessica Webster 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 3: As per option 2, plus make the additional funding of $150,000 per year permanent. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3601  

Submission No: 1587 Richy Carr 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 
Stop paying consultants and just get the job done. More accountability from contractors for price 
blow outs 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3603  

Submission No: 1588 Shona Barkley 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 1. Do nothing. Status quo. No additional funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 
 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

Comments 

We need this now for the future of our children 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3605  

Submission No: 1589 Ash Goodwin 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3606  

Submission No: 1590 Crissie Reid 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
 
Comments 

How about a decent plan that doesn’t involve water meters? 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 

NPDC’s preferred option. 
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NPDC’s Draft 10 Year Plan  
Office Use Only: 3609  

Submission No: 1591 Glennys Hayward 

Wish to speak to the Council: No 
 

 

Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 2: Low. Introduce a water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $45 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $62 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 
 

 

Saving water and water meters 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 
 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 
Comments 

I am fully in support of developing this as quickly as possible. As an athlete who found sports later in 
life, having a hub that connects these disciplines and removes some of the barriers for the clubs can 
only be a positive.  It makes it easier for people to find their fit with a sport and connects up the 
communities.  It also helps take some of the pressure off the clubs providing these sports, especially 
the smaller ones and allows them to offer higher value services in purpose built facilities.  This is an 
investment that will saves money and lives. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 4. High. Clear out the backlog and make significant improvements. $229 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 2: Low. Introduce a water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $45 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $62 million over the long term. 
 

Comments 

My query would be surrounding research and quantitative comparisons measuring the average 
household consumption of water in contrast to businesses, co-operations and agricultural activities 
(farming) consumption of water. It is unfair that households that are already exacerbated by COVID-
19 through job losses, a housing crisis as well as no profound wage increases in majority of sectors 
should fit the bill of water meters to measure water consumption since there is evidence that 
businesses are usually the culprits for high resource consumption, such as water. I picked option 2, 
as I do believe that water consumption is important, but I think that the conclusion of placing this 
solely on residents and households doesn't have the evidence to support that approach nor does the 
significant rates increase for households. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 
Comments 

I agree with this as this is a highly populated Māori area and it is important that they are able to live 
in a healthy environment with regards to water management. 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 
Comments 

I think that water consumption, management as well as climate change should be the top priorities 
with all of the funding going towards this. The walkway as well as the multi-sport hub would be 
better suited eventually but because of COVID-19 and households struggling financially, I believe 
these two are not a priority at this given time. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 

NPDC’s preferred option. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

Comments 
The proposed repairs and improvements are both historical and for the future. As a consequence 
these proposed improvements should be spread over more than 1 generation of New Plymouth 
residents. The improvements will also affect all people that live in the district. It should not burden 
just the existing rate payers. Please ensure that the cost is spread over a long period of time and thus 
fully fund from long life assets. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 3: Medium. A middle of the range water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $50 
million over 10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $121 million over the long term. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

Comments 

Modest improvements over time would be a fair outcome. The high water table does not affect all 
Waitara areas. The new developments do not generally, have a water table issue. 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
Comments 

The New Plymouth District is at risk of living well beyond its means. The walkways are a valuable 
asset for the New Plymouth region, but the development needs to be extended slowly and the cost 
spread over a 20 year period. 
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Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

Comments 

I have lived and travelled around many parts of the world and have been able to observe much of 
what affects many Northern hemisphere countries. New Zealand does not have a climate emergency. 
But some northern hemisphere countries exhibit serious problems which affect climate. Re planting in 
the region should always be a priority. But electric cars should not. The technological features ( 
particularly batteries) of EVs are not well enough developed. They are not affordable for the general 
public as yet, and thus should not be purchased by the NPDC as they are too expensive. Purchasing 

EVs is not acceptable to me. Hybrid cars would be a better option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 3: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building faster, with work starting in year 4 
and contributing $40 million. 

 

Comments 

I fully support the development of a centralized multi- sport hub. This should commence as soon as 
possible. I note one serious omission from the preliminary plans for the hub. This is the absence of an 
indoor tennis centre. These have proved very successful in Dunedin, Christchurch, Wellington, 
Hamilton and Auckland. Having such a facility in New Plymouth is long overdue.   Tennis is the 
second largest participation sport in New Zealand and thus day & night tennis protected from all 
weather conditions, I believe, would be beneficial to the population of the New Plymouth region.  Lets 
more forward with the hub with some haste. 

 

 

What else? 

New Plymouth & District , with a population of only approx 85,000 people needs to be careful to 
ensure that the region lives within its means. I have heard on many occasions that New Plymouth is 
considered an expensive region to  reside in. We have a much too small ratepayer base, not sufficient 
well paid jobs and not enough people, generally, in  local employment. With the onset of the 
downturn of the Oil and Gas industry, there  is every reason to move forward with some financial 
caution. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 4. High. Clear out the backlog and make significant improvements. $229 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

Comments 
Increase condition assessment and renewals. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 4: High. A significant water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $56 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $120 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 
Comments 

What impact will the climate emergency have on the low lying areas, and what do the funding 
options go towards? 

 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 
Comments 

Focus on the core infrastructure first that relate to public health, before the nice-to-haves like these 
walkways. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

Comments 

Focus on the core infrastructure first that relate to public health, before the nice-to-haves. What will 
be the economic paybacks from options 2 and 3? (Like, if we spend $1 million on vehicles, how long 
will it take for the savings to pay for the additional expense?) 
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Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

Comments 

Focus on the core infrastructure first that relate to public health, before the nice-to-haves. Year 6 is a 
balanced approach. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 2. Low. Start chipping away at the backlog so that it grows more slowly. $78 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

Comments 

Water meters work for many places but people have access to water naturally that most donot have. 
Therefore it doesn't seem fair that the not everyone using water pays accordingly. 

 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 2: Extend the Coastal Walkway from Bell Block to Waitara and develop further the Taranaki 
Traverse Mountain to Sea, costing $36 million. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 

 

 

What else? 

Think of the average below $50K income people and get the backup you need for plans moving 
forward. Many of the financially wealthy don't actually care and are only ever minimally affected by 
changes proposed here. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 1: Do nothing.  Status quo. No new or additional investment in tracks and trails. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 1: Do not develop a multi-sport hub. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 3. Medium. Clear out the backlog and start making some improvements. $140 million 
additional funding. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option B: Partially debt fund long life assets to bridge the gap. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo costing $42 million over 10 years for new water supply assets. No 
water meters. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 2: Invest $9 million over 10 years. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 2: Continue working on the CAF, implement Planting our Place costing $200,000 per year and 
electrifying our NPDC vehicle fleet costing $1 million over 10 years. Begin additional funding of 
$150,000 per year for three years. NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 
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Fixing our plumbing 
 
How much should we invest in our plumbing over the next 10 years? 

Option 4. High. Clear out the backlog and make significant improvements. $229 million additional 
funding. 

 
How do we pay for fixing our plumbing? 

Option C: Fully debt fund long life assets. 

 

 

Saving water and water meters 
Option 4: High. A significant water saving plan, including water meters. This will cost $56 million over 
10 years while reducing new water supply assets, saving $120 million over the long term. 
 

 

Improving stormwater management in Waitara 
Option 3: Invest $20 million over 10 years. NPDC’s preferred option. 
 

 

Extending our tracks and trails network 

Option 3: Option 2, plus give our tracks and trails network a boost over the next 10 years at a total 
cost of $60 million. 

 
Comments 

Will bring in more tourists. 

 

 

Boosting our Climate Action Framework 

Option 1: Do nothing. Status quo. Continue working on the CAF but no new actions or additional 
funding. 

 
Comments 

Maybe later but not now. 

 

 

Developing a multi-sport hub 

Option 2: Develop the hub and begin construction of the building in year 6, contributing $40 million. 
NPDC’s preferred option. 

 

 

What else? 

Believe there is no need for an update of the Brooklands Zoo until a later date. As there are more 
pressing issues to spend money on, e.g. water, plumbing and extending tracks and trails. 
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